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Abstract: Today, we implement very huge collections of data that should be stored in several storage devices. These 

data collections consist of various types have different behavior. For this requirement, we use database systems. 

Now, there are two main approaches for design database those are used more than others: Relational and NoSQL. 

Relational databases are used for many years as main design pattern for data storage. But in 21th century, some 

concepts like Web2 make problems for this approach. Increasing size and amount of data based on user defined 

information and social networks with tremendous huge data sets lead database designers to NoSQL. NoSQL 

databases handle horizontal scaling and support dynamic change of values. It is schemaless and allow designers to 

construct various structures according to data objects. One of the challenges in data storage is storing and retrieving 

images. In relational databases, we can only save name of image in table and must store image file in separate folder 

out of our database on storage device and then retrieve it by matching name in table and name of file in folder. In 

Key-Value store systems like Redis that is one of methods of NoSQL, we can store file in database and retrieve it 

from. In this paper, we compare these two approaches by attending to memory and time consuming of each methods 

and analyze the results for present a suitable algorithm to storing and retrieving an image in a database. We use 

Python programming for interact with database systems.  
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1. Introduction 

A software is not imagine without database. 

Relational databases have used for many years with 

designing tables, views, triggers, store procedures and 

etc. This approach has a strong theory in its backbone. 

The ER model consists of Entity and Relationship 

concepts generate tables and their dependencies. But 

for some data structures it cannot works accurately 

[1]. For example when we want to save a file in our 

database, tables can only save its name and can’t save 

whole data of file. In the other words, if we want to 

save user profile and picture is one of profile 

information, we must save picture in table of user and 

the picture must be saved in a folder on hard disk. 

When we want to retrieve of user profile, we should 

extract name from table and files from folder then 

match name of file by name in table. Furthermore, 

interaction between users like friendship and chat is 

very difficult to implement in relational databases. In 

recent years we against new approach in database 

design called NoSQL [2]. It is very flexible and 

schema less and has horizontal scaling. There are 

several categories for design NoSQL databases like 

document based, key-value stored and graph based. 

NoSQL databases can save a file as a simple data in 

their storage units and handle complex relationship 

between data structures with exciting techniques [3]. 

In this paper, we use Redis that is a key-value storage 

NoSQL database for saving images. It can save and 

retrieve images as a data in itself and not required to 

save it in separate folder. Furthermore we use MySQL 

from relational database tools to compare saving and 

retrieving images in relational and NoSQL with 

attending to time and size consuming. We use Python 

programming as an application to manipulate data in 

MySQL and Redis[4]. 

1. Relational Data Base: MySQL 

Relational model offers a very mathematically-

adapt way of structuring, keeping and using data. It 

began in 1970 and develops for several years because 

of its powerful model to interpret the operational 

environment. It is based on three main concept: entity, 

attribute and relationship. Entity is an object or 

anything that has a role in an environment which we 

must design a database for it. For example, in 

university, student is an entity. Course is too. 

Attributes are properties that present details about 

entity. A Student has attributes like name, address, 

degree, major, etc. Relationships are interactions 

between entities. A relationship occurs between an 

entities with itself or between two or more entities 

those interacting each other. For two entities student 

and course, selection is a relationship. One student can 

select one or more courses and a course can be 

selected by one or more students. A relationship has 

its own attributes. Selection relationship between 
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student and course has some attributes: year of 

selection, term of selection and mark that a student 

gets from a course. In the other words, relationship is 

an entity that called relational entity. Relational model 

has several tools to implement. One on the most 

popular tools of this model is MySQL. MySQL is a 

RDBMS. RDBMS is a Relational Database 

Management System; A software that enables you to 

implement a database with tables, columns and 

indices guarantees the relational integrity between 

rows of various tables, updates the indices 

automatically and interprets an SQL query and 

combines information from various tables [1]. 

MySQL is a fast, easy to use RDBMS being used for 

many small and big businesses. MySQL is becoming 

so popular because of many reasons: MySQL is 

released under an open source license. It is very 

powerful program in its own right and handles a large 

subsets of the functionality of the most expensive and 

powerful database packages. It uses a standard form 

of well-known SQL data language and works on many 

platforms and interact with several programming 

languages like Python, PHP, Java, C, etc. It is very 

fast even with large data sets. It supports large 

databases, up to 50 million rows or more in a table. 

The default file size limit for a table is 4GB, but it can 

be increased to 8 TraBytes. It is customizable. To save 

images in MySQL, we create a database named 

“compareredismysql” in it. Then we create a table 

named “imageinfo” with two columns. One column 

named “id”, is an integer unique number assigned to 

each image. Another column named “name” that 

contains name and postfix of image. It is a primary 

key for our table. When we save an image, its name 

saved in column “name” and an integer number 

assigned to it and saved in column “id”. But we 

cannot save a file in table. We can only save its name 

and assign an id to it but cannot save its content and 

must create a folder named “uploads” and save image 

file there with name match to name in “imageinfo” 

table. When we want to retrieve images, muse extract 

name of each image from table, match it to name of 

images that saved in folder “uploads” then show 

image to user. It wants two referring by application to 

folder and database. 

2. NoSQL: Redis 

NoSQL databases are fast becoming the standard 

data platform for applications that make heavy use of 

telecommunication or internet enabled devices 

(browser based, sensor-driven or mobiles) as a front-

end. The term NoSQL was first used in 1998 for a 

relational database that omitted the use of SQL and 

picked up again in 2009[5][6]. The computer word 

article summarize reasons commonly given to develop 

and use NoSQL data stores. First, avoidance of 

unneeded complexity. Relational databases provides a 

variety of features and strict data consistency. But this 

rich features set and the ACID properties 

implemented by RDBMSs might be more than 

necessary for particular applications and use cases. 

Second, high throughput. Some NoSQL databases 

provide a significantly higher data throughput than 

traditional RDBMSs. Third, horizontal scalability and 

running on commodity hardware [7][8]. In contrast to 

relational database management systems, most 

NoSQL databases are designed to scale well in the 

horizontal direction and not reply on highly available 

hardware. Machines can be added or removed (or 

crashed) without canceling the same operational 

efforts to perform sharding in RDBMS cluster-

solutions. Forth, avoidance of expensive object-

relational mapping. Most of NoSQL databases are 

designed to store data structures that are either simple 

or more similar to the ones of object oriented 

programming languages compared to relational data 

structures. Fifth, complexing and cost of setting up 

database clusters [9][10]. NoSQL databases are 

designed in a way that pc clusters can be easily and 

cheaply expand without the complexity and cost of 

sharding. Sixth, compromising reliability for better 

performance [11]. Because of generating several 

backups of data in nodes in NoSQL, it is more reliable 

system than relational. Seventh, movement in 

programming languages and development frameworks 

[12]. Eighth, requirements of cloud computing consist 

of high until almost ultimate scalability in horizontal 

direction and low administration overhead [13]. 

NoSQL have three main categories: document store, 

key-value store and graph based. Each of these 

categories has their own tools to implement a DBMS 

[14]. Redis is a key-value store tool often described as 

an in memory persistent. Redis docs hold all data in 

memory and it does write that out to disk for 

persistence, but it’s much more than a simple key-

value store [15]. Redis exposes five different data 

structures, only one of them is a typical key value 

structure. If we were to apply this data structure 

concept to the relational world, we could say that 

databases expose a single data structure tables [16]. 

Tables are both complex and flexible. There isn’t 

much you can’t model, store or manipulate with 

tables. Specially, not everything is as simple, or as 

fast, as it thought to be. If we want to use specific data 

structures to specific problems, Redis is a suitable 

approach. If we are dealing with scalars, lists, hashes, 

or sets, we can store them as scalars, lists, hashes, and 

sets by Redis. In Redis, we can save and retrieve an 

image as a byte stream. We can set its name as a key 

and its content as a value. By a single “set” statement, 

we can save it and by a “get” statement retrieve it. 

3. Application: Python 
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Python is a general purpose, interpreted, 

interactive, object oriented and high level 

programming language. Python was designed to 

highly readable which uses English keywords 

frequently where as other languages use punctuation 

and it has fewer syntactical constructions than other 

languages. It is interpreted and processed at runtime 

by the interpreter and you do not need to compile your 

program before executing it. It is interactive and you 

can actually sit at a Python prompt and interact with 

the interpreter directly to write your programs. It is 

object oriented and supports object oriented style or 

technique of programming that encapsulates code 

within objects [4]. It is a great language for the 

beginner programmers and supports the development 

of a wide range of applications from simple text 

processing to web browsers to games. It connects to 

MySQL by pymysql library. This library is a 

connector that provides the ability to write and 

execute SQL statements in Python. It can connect to 

Redis too by “redis” library. We can write Redis 

statement in Python for interacting with DBMS. 

Python has a library named PIL (Python Imaging 

Library) that adds image processing capabilities to its 

interpreter. The core image library is designed for fast 

access to data stored in a few basic pixel formats. It 

should provide a solid foundation for a general image 

processing tool. 

4. Algorithm and Implementation: 

We want to compare size and time of saving and 

retrieving images in Redis and MySQL. Keep in mind 

Redis stores data in RAM and we must execute 

commands and queries that their data overloading less 

than capacity of RAM. We have a picture in JPEG 

format. Size of the image is 800 kilo bytes. We run 

storing and retrieving programs for 10 to 7000 times, 

then compare the size and the time of executing each 

codes. 

First, we execute the Python code for saving images in 

MySQL database: 

 

import tornado.httpserver, tornado.ioloop, 

tornado.options, tornado.web, os.path, random,string 

import pymysql 

import os,time 

conn = pymysql.connect(host="localhost", 

user="root", passwd="" , 

db="compareredismysql") 

cur = conn.cursor() 

def getFolderSize(folder): 

    total_size = os.path.getsize(folder) 

    for item in os.listdir(folder): 

        itempath = os.path.join(folder, item) 

        if os.path.isfile(itempath): 

            total_size += os.path.getsize(itempath) 

        elif os.path.isdir(itempath): 

            total_size += getFolderSize(itempath) 

    return total_size/(1024*1024) 

 

class Application(tornado.web.Application): 

    def __init__(self): 

        handlers = [ 

            (r"/", IndexHandler), 

            (r"/upload", UploadHandler) 

        ] 

        tornado.web.Application.__init__(self, handlers) 

 

class IndexHandler(tornado.web.RequestHandler): 

    def get(self): 

        self.render("tornadoUpload.html") 

 

class UploadHandler(tornado.web.RequestHandler): 

    def post(self): 

 

        try: 

            file1 = self.request.files['file1'][0] 

        except: 

            file1=None 

        original_fname = file1['filename'] 

        m = original_fname.split('.') 

 

        sql = "SELECT table_schema 

,Round(Sum(data_length + index_length) , 1) 

FROM   information_schema.tables WHERE 

table_schema='compareredismysql' " 

        cur.execute(sql) 

        for r in cur: 

             start_size2 = int(r[1])/(1024*1024) 

             print("start_size2 db= ",start_size2) 

        start_time = time.time() 

        start_size1 = getFolderSize("static/uploads/") 

        print("start_size1 folder= ",start_size1) 

        for i in range(7000): 

               sql = "INSERT INTO imageinfo (id,name) 

VALUES (%s, %s)" 

               n = str(i)+'.'+m[1] 

               cur.execute( sql, ( i,n) ) 

               output_file = open("static/uploads/" + n, 

'wb') 

               output_file.write(file1['body']) 

        conn.commit() 

        print("MySQL Time = " , time.time()-

start_time) 

        size1 = getFolderSize("static/uploads/")-

start_size1 

        print("size1 folder = ",size1) 

        sql = "SELECT table_schema 

,Round(Sum(data_length + index_length) , 1) 

FROM   information_schema.tables WHERE 

table_schema='compareredismysql' " 

        cur.execute(sql) 

        for r in cur: 
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             size2 = (int(r[1])/(1024*1024)-start_size2) 

             print("size2 db = ",size2) 

        conn.close() 

        print ("Size: " + str(size1+size2)) 

        self.render('image.html',n=n) 

 

settings = { 

'template_path': 'templates', 

'static_path': 'static', 

"xsrf_cookies": False 

 

} 

application = tornado.web.Application([ 

   (r"/", IndexHandler), 

            (r"/upload", UploadHandler) 

 

], debug=True,**settings) 

 

print ("Server started.") 

if __name__ == "__main__": 

    application.listen(8888) 

    tornado.ioloop.IOLoop.instance().start() 

 

Second, we execute the Python code for saving 

images in Redis: 

import tornado.httpserver, tornado.ioloop, 

tornado.options, tornado.web, os.path, random, string 

 

from PIL import Image 

 

import redis 

 

from io import BytesIO 

 

import base64 

 

import time 

 

import string 

 

def converttostr(x): 

 

    return str(x) 

 

class Application(tornado.web.Application): 

 

    def __init__(self): 

 

        handlers = [ 

 

            (r"/", IndexHandler), 

 

            (r"/upload", UploadHandler) 

 

       ] 

 

        tornado.web.Application.__init__(self, handlers) 

 

class IndexHandler(tornado.web.RequestHandler): 

 

    def get(self): 

 

        self.render("tornadoUpload.html") 

 

class UploadHandler(tornado.web.RequestHandler): 

 

    def post(self): 

 

        try: 

 

            file1 = self.request.files['file1'][0] 

 

        except: 

 

            file1=None 

 

        original_fname = file1['filename'] 

 

        #im = Image.open(file1) 

 

        #output = BytesIO(file1['body']) 

 

        #im.save(output,im.format) 

 

        r = redis.StrictRedis(host='localhost') 

 

        redisdbinfo1=r.info() 

 

        size1 = (redisdbinfo1['used_memory_human']) 

 

        print("size1 : ",size1) 

 

        size1 = float(size1[0:(len(size1)-1)]) 

 

        m = original_fname.split('.') 

 

        start_time = time.time() 

 

        for i in range(7000): 

 

              output = BytesIO(file1['body']) 

 

              s = converttostr(i) 

 

              n = s+'.'+m[1] 

 

              r.set(n, output.getvalue()) 

 

        print("Redis Time = " , time.time()-start_time) 

 

        h=r.get(n) 
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        output = BytesIO(h) 

 

        s = output.getvalue() 

 

        str = base64.b64encode(s) 

 

        output.close() 

 

        self.render("image.html",img_tag = str) 

 

        redisdbinfo2=r.info() 

 

        size2 = (redisdbinfo2['used_memory_human']) 

 

        print("size 2 : ",size2) 

 

        size2 = float(size2[0:(len(size2)-1)]) 

 

        print("total size : ",size2-size1) 

 

settings = { 

 

'template_path': 'templates', 

 

'static_path': 'static', 

 

"xsrf_cookies": False 

 

} 

 

application = tornado.web.Application([ 

 

   (r"/", IndexHandler), 

 

            (r"/upload", UploadHandler) 

 

], debug=True,**settings) 

 

print ("Server started.") 

 

if __name__ == "__main__": 

 

    application.listen(8000) 

 

    tornado.ioloop.IOLoop.instance().start() 

 

Table 1: Time for saving 

Rows MySQL Redis 

10 0.31 0.061 

100 0.30 0.43 

1000 14.05 4.31 

2000 27.31 8.35 

3000 60.16 12.42 

4000 86.64 16.83 

5000 147.80 21.05 

6000 161.91 25.41 

7000 204.46 26.64 

 

Table 2: Size for saving 

Rows MySQL Redis 

10 8.067m 9.05 m 

100 80.68 81.65 m 

1000 806.97 807.82 m 

2000 1.61G 1.58G 

3000 2.42G 2.36G 

4000 3.22G 3.15G 

5000 4.03G 3.94G 

6000 4.84G 4.73G 
7000 5.64G 5.52G 

 

For saving, these results are generated: 

 

 
Figure 1: Time for saving in Redis and MySQL (Seconds) 
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Figure 2: Size for saving in Redis and MySQL (Mega Bytes) 

 

Now, we execute retrieval Python code in MySQL: 

from PIL import Image 

 

import time,pymysql,os 

 

import redis 

 

from io import BytesIO 

 

import shutil 

 

#from tkinter import PhotoImage 

 

conn = pymysql.connect(host="localhost",  

user="root", passwd="" , 

db="compareredismysql") 

 

cur = conn.cursor() 

 

 

for i in range(7000): 

 

               sql = "INSERT INTO imageinfo (id,name) 

VALUES (%s, %s)" 

 

               n = str(i)+'.jpg' 

 

               cur.execute( sql, ( i,n) ) 

 

               name = "static/uploads/" + n 

 

               shutil.copy2('C:/Desert.jpg', name) 

 

conn.commit() 

 

t1 = time.time() 

 

for j in range(7000): 

 

    sql = "SELECT name FROM imageinfo 

WHERE id=%s" 

 

    cur.execute(sql,(j)) 

 

    for r in cur: 

 

        name = "static/uploads/" + r[0] 

 

        im = Image.open(name) 

 

 

t2 = time.time()-t1 

 

print("Image Retrieval in MySQL : ",t2) 

 

 

im.show() 

 

conn.close() 

 

Then we execute retrieval Python code in Redis: 

from PIL import Image 

 

import redis 

 

from io import BytesIO 
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import time 

 

 

im = Image.open('C:/Desert.jpg') 

 

output = BytesIO() 

 

im.save(output,'JPEG') 

 

 

r = redis.StrictRedis(host='localhost') 

 

for i in range(7000): 

 

   k = str(i)+'.jpg' 

 

   r.set(k, output.getvalue()) 

 

t1 = time.time() 

 

for j in range(7000): 

 

    k = str(j)+'.'+'jpg' 

 

    h=r.get(k) 

 

    output = BytesIO(h) 

 

t2 = time.time()-t1 

 

print("Image Retrieval in Redis : ",t2) 

 

i = Image.open(output) 

 

i.show() 

 

output.close() 

 

For retrieving, these results are generated:

 

 

Table 3: Time for retrieving 

Rows MySQL Redis 

10 0.007 0.01 

100 0.05 0.03 

1000 29.18 0.37 

2000 8.67 0.86 

3000 4.07 1.21 

4000 3.21 1.65 

5000 4.54 1.98 

6000 15.59 2.18 

7000 8.32 2.69 

 

 
Figure 3: Time for retrieving in Redis and MySQL (Seconds) 
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For saving, Redis is very faster than MySQL and 

it consumes less memory on disk. But take care that if 

data volume is higher than RAM capacity, Redis has 

lower speed than MySQL. 

In retrieving, Redis is faster than MySQL but not 

very much. When we study both saving and 

retrieving, mine that Redis has better functionality in 

time and memory consuming. In storing, Redis and 

MySQL have predictable performance and their 

increasing have a static ratio but in retrieving MySQL 

has tolerant time consuming and it is not predictable, 

Redis has a normal growing and it seems better for 

large image databases. 

 

Conclusion: 

We know that NoSQL are faster and simpler 

than relational databases for large datasets if data is 

text or has simple structure. When data structure is 

complex like image, key-value store is a good choice 

for storing our data. In order to results of our 

implementation, Redis has better performance for 

saving and retrieving images in database than MySQL 

and we can predict its behavior with growing data 

volume. When we have sufficient RAM capacity, 

Redis is suitable. In future, we can study saving and 

retrieving image and other file formats with other 

NoSQL tools. 
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